
THE FINDS

Studied as a whole, the finds from this site, both portable and structural, can be grouped
functionally within a number of categories: domestic/personal (items of jewellery, brooches,
pins, beads, belts, buckles); domestic/home and leisure (lamps, keys, counters, bone inlay, styli);
architectural/structural (mosaics, wall plaster, table top, stone inlay, tiles, nails, hooks);
agricultural (sickle, coulter, ox-goad, shears, weaving tablets, animal bones); and industrial
(slags, hearths) - with a number of objects not easily classifiable within a particular group.

Previous publications in the series have illustrated a large number ofobjects of similar character
and function to those recovered during the course of excavations at The Beeches. To avoid
unnecessary duplication with Cirencester Excavations I and II, illustrations in this report are
restricted to those objects for which a previous reference does not exist. The summary which
follows reflects the range of objects and materials found. Concordance lists of objects to context
are stored in the archive, deposited in the Corinium Museum, as are all of the finds.

Over 85% of the portable finds studied were recovered from Period III contexts. The majority
of finds, from all periods, are fragmentary, with one or two notable exceptions, and would
suggest that domestic cleanliness during the occupation of the buildings was thorough and of a
high order, with only broken objects being discarded deliberately. Abandonment of the
buildings does not appear to have been catastrophic, with objects left behind in the rush to leave.
Subsequently the site appears to have been 'quarried' and gleaned of material, particularly'
building supplies, following the departure of its residents.

The domestic/personal finds in quantity and quality could be considered sparse and poor
respectively when compared with the group recovered from the Bath Gate Cemetery iCircnccstcr
Excavations II). The range of types - brooches, pins, bracelets, rings, toilet articles, beads, comb
is consistent and to be expected from a domestic situation.

Of seven brooches discussed by Don Mackreth, six were found in Period III contexts, and only
one (no. 7) in a Period II context. A plate brooch, no. 7 consists of a six-sided figure with cusps,
and a hinged pin, the face of the plate ornamented by an arrangement ofcells filled with coloured
enamels. British parallels for this brooch are few and undated. A brooch from Zugmantel would
appear to relate the present example to a much wider school which is, on the whole, poorly dated
and is generally assigned to the second century. .

From Period III contexts three brooches are classified as Colchester Derivatives (nos. 1-3), one
Hod Hill. (no. 4) and two Crossbows (nos. 5-6). Of the Colchester Derivatives, nos. 1 and 2 are
of particular interest for the method of their construction.

Other items of adornment include a selection of four copper alloy and six bone pins. The
ring-headed pin (no. 10) is paralleled by a similar enamelled pin found during excavations on the
site of the Saxon Church in 1965 (Brown 1976, 19, fig. 3.1). In this instance the lower half of the
ring contains three circular knobs, the larger central one retaining its blue glass infill; the upper
half is finely ribbed. Of the remaining three copper alloy pins, style and decoration vary (nos.
11-13).

The bone pins are of types previously illustrated (Viner 1982b, fig. 66, 242, 244, 247 and 252)
and common to Roman sites. The decoration of the head varies from simple conical, oval,
bulbous above a single collar to conical-headed above well-executed multiple collar mouldings.

The decorative elements on many of the fifteen copper alloy bracelets mirror examples from
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Circncester, Portchcster and Lankhills - combinations of transverse and diagonal grooves,
circle-and-dot motifs, and notched edges (nos. 15-28). Of those illustrated, nos. 16 and 17
(probably one and the same bracelet) closely parallel an example found at Lankhills, categorised
as Type E by Clarke (1979, 307-9); bracelets with a variable D-shaped cross-section and panelled
decoration arranged symmetrically around the bracelet, leading up to a centre-piece. Citing
examples from places such as Camerton (Som.), Chessel Down (I. of W.), Gadebridge Park
(Herts.), Portchcster (Hants.) and Richborough (Kent), where datable, these contexts arc fourth
century or later.

Three shale bracelets, two of them decorated (nos. 244-5), complete the tally of bracelets. All
three are turned, with only no. 246 being undecorated with a simple rounded exterior and two
internal facets.

Of eleven copper alloy rings (nos. 53-61) only one (no. 55) from a Period II context showed
any pretension to elaboration. Dr. Martin Henig describes this as a familiar third century type, of
the so-called 'Romano-British imitations' with a green glass intaglio (Henig 1979, 149-51, fig.
44, 10). A similar example from Froccster reflects the high percentage of Romano-British
imitations which come from Glouccstcrshire. The remainder of the rings comprise simple plain
rings of circular, oval, D-shaped or rectangular section, of varying diameters and lacking any
vestige of decoration.

In contrast the two silver rings (nos. 8-9) exhibit finer craftsmanship and style. The inscribed
band (no.9) reads luli(i) - (property) of lulius, inscribed on the thin strip of metal, 1mm wide
thickening to 2mm ncar the bezel (identification courtesy ofMark Hassall). The larger of the two
rings, uninscribed, is characteristic of the third century, and ascribed Type VlII by Henig (1978,
38 and fig. 1) with triangular shoulders projecting at an angle to the bezel, with a marked
carinarion. Both were found in Period 1II contexts.

The shale 'ring' (no. 247) is more problematical in assigning function - its diameter and
thickness would perhaps preclude its comfortable use as a finger ring, and instead suggest a bead.
It appears to be too small to have acted as an efficient spindlewhorI. Rings of iron, of which
fourteen examples were found, by appearance and size do not suggest their use as personal finger
rings, but would more probably have been used around the house and barns.

Ofa total of34 glass beads (nos. 253-286) only four were recovered from Period I contexts, the
rest coming from Period III. All the beads have been classified following the scheme set out by
Mrs Guido and illustrated by her (1978, fig. 37). Of the Period 1 beads single examples of
segmented, cylinder, square and melon have been identified; and from Period 1II 2 segmented, 12
cylinder, 1 square-sectioned, 1 diamond-shaped, 2 hexagonal, 5 biconical, 1 disc, 1 diamond
faceted and 2 melon. Three beads did not correspond with Mrs Guido's classification and can be
best described as globular or circular. Only one jet bead was found, no. 248, a semi-circular
spacer bead, decorated with V-shaped nicks. (See above, no. 247, for a possible shale bead). All
the finds are single and casual and no grouping is evident amongst contexts to suggest the
survival of a necklace or bracelet incorporating any of the beads.

Assessing the more cosmetic rather than ornmental personal finds, one complete nail cleaner
(no. 40) and fragments of a ligula and dropper (nos. 38-9) are sparse survivors of a group of
objects which must have been numerous at one time given the size and elaborate bathing
arrangements in building XII, 1. A small fragment of a bone comb (no. 228) closely resembles a
complete comb found at Lankhills dated A.D. 390-410 (Clarke 1979, fig. 31, 316 from Grave
333).

A group of objects which are best discussed within the category of domestic/personal are the
buckles, belt plates and strap ends, a number of which are now assessed as being part of late
Roman military equipment. A variety of buckle designs were encountered ranging from simple
rectangular and D-shaped examples to the more elaborate buckle (no. 62) of Hawkes & Dunning
Type lIA (1961, 50). A pear-shaped strap end (no. 69) of Hawkes & Dunning Type VA was
recovered from a neighbouring area in DE; whilst from topsoil levels in CQ came a type lIA
buckle plate with elaborate openwork (no. 70). The break suggests that the plate had been
snapped in two.

Moving on to domestic/home and leisure, and looking first at fixtures and fittings within the
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buildings, locks and keys (in both iron and copper alloy) for doors and furniture are of varied
types: barbed spring padlock (nos. 174, 176, 180-2) and tumbler-lock slide keys (nos. 177-9,183)
in iron. A more ornate key in copper alloy (no. 72) has a perforated handle, and corroded remains
of the iron stem. A similar example from Richborough was dated to before c. A.D. 90
(Bushe-Pox 1949, pI. XXXIV, 86).

Studs, decorative and functional, range in a variety of size and design, all are common design
and flat-topped, solid conical head, domed conical and solid globular/hemispherical domes (nos.
42-51). One stud (no. 41) showed a measure of greater elaboration having a notched edge,
enclosing three concentric circles of enamel in alternating two-colour segments of blue and
yellow. A similar example is described by Waugh and Goodburn (1972, fig. 37, 96) from
Vernlamium, dated A.D. 150-155/160.

Studs of copper alloy and handles would have decorated pieces of furniture, as would have the
three fragments of bone inlay, the decorative elements of which comprise a series of circle-and
dot motifs on two fragments (nos. 236-7), and diagonal lines on the third (no. 238). The design
of no. 236 closely resembles that on the central rib of some bone combs (Clarke 1979, fig. 31 for
example) and rather than use as furniture inlay it may have originally been part of a composite
double-sided bone comb.

Within the buildings one source of light would have been provided by the elaborate lamp (no.
82). The form of this object suggests parallels with the zoomorphic lamps from Zugmantel,
Lincoln and London (Thompson 1971, 100-3, pIs. XXVI-XXVII).

For the preparation and serving of food and drink a large selection of spoons, knives, glass and
shale vessels would have complemented the pottery vessels described p. 153. Many of the iron
knives (nos.88--105, 108--112) could have been used outside the kitchen and dining area, but any
distinction is difficult to assess. The predominant knife type was ranged with the back of the
blade arched, the cutting edge straight, and the tang set on the mid-line of the blade - Type I of
Manning (1976, 37). Of the Type II knives (Manning 1976, 37) four can be classified as lIa, and
one as Type liB. Group II knives are typified by having a straight back to the blade, continuing
the line of the tang, for IIA the cutting edge is a convex curve, and for lIB it is straight.

The survival of handles unless integral with the knife or implement is more problematical, and
only four bone examples were recovered (nos. 232-5). Two, nos. 232-3, were horn-shaped and
designed as folding clasp knives. The others were simple tubes of bone, turned, with incised
transverse mouldings at the ends.

Five copper alloy spoons survive (nos. 29-33), two with oval bowls, one with a fiddle-shaped
bowl, and two stems. All five have a decorative element at the bowl-stem junction. Two
fragments of shale provide the profile for a small turned bowl, with pedestal foot (no.243).

In addition to pottery, discussed on p. 153, a quantity ofglass vessels have been studied by John
Shepherd. 'A total of 730 fragments of glass were recovered. Of these 66 (nos. 951-1016) are
post-medieval or modern in date and have been appended with no description or comment. The
remaining fragments are all Roman in date with a definite emphasis upon the later periods. Ofthe
fragments one is polychrome (no. 287), 12 monochrome (nos. 288--9, 291-300), 74 colourless
(nos. 301-374), 243 naturally coloured (nos. 290, 375-616), 293 greenish colourless (nos.
617-880) and 70 window glass fragments (nos. 881-950). Although the similarity in numbers of
the naturally coloured fragments and the greenish colourless fragments might, at first sight,
indicate a similarity in actual vessel supply, it must be pointed out that the former metals were in
use for a greater period of time than the latter (first to third centuries as opposed to the late third
and fourth centuries) and the greenish colourless fragments represent vessels of much thinner
body thickness. The final impression must be that the later volume of glass vessels supplied to
these sites by far out-numbered any earlier supply'.

A group of objects for use in the home and outbuildings comprises a steelyard fragment (no.
73) and weights of copper alloy and lead (nos. 74, 1020-1023). The steelyard arm retains the
remains of one loop for suspension with a possible second. The small size of the arm would
perhaps preclude the use of the lead weights with this particular set of scales. The lead weights
themselves range from 44.2gm to 233gm. All are circular, with remains of the iron suspension
hook surviving.
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Five counters, two of bone and three of glass, and copper alloy and iron styli are the only
classes of objects which point to obvious leisure activities. The two bone counters (nos. 230-1)
arc both plain, with diameter of c. 17mm. The three glass examples all have a domed upper
surface. While two are monochrome (nos. 249-50), the third is ofblack glass with circular insets
of white and red glass (no. 251). The copper alloy stylus (no. 14) is a very robust example in the
stem with the scribing point of iron missing. Oftwo iron styli (nos. 145-6) the former consists of
a slender rod tapering to a point at one end, and flattened into an eraser at the other.

The importance of agriculture - both pastoral and arable - in the economy of the buildings is
indicated by a number of factors. The evidence derived from a study of the animal bone deposits
is summarised by Bruce Levitan and Tony King, p. 133. One ox-goad (no.216) points to animal
management. The small iron shears (no. 208), so similar in shape and design to modern ones,
may have been used to shear sheep, but since they had so many possible uses, it is difficult to link
them categorically with wool processing.

Four bone weaving tablets used for the production of braids and various types of border on
larger textiles, point to the processing of wool (nos. 218--221). All four are approximately
50-53mm square, with their upper surfaces decorated with variously arranged pairs of
compass-drawn concentric circles etched on one side of each tablet only. Dr. Wild in his
discussion of the tablets cites various parallels, indicating the rarity of sets of tablets, in particular
of tablets as large as these.

Two shale spindlewhorls would have been used in the preliminary stages of yarn preparation
(nos. 241-2), whilst rhe bone needle (no. 229) could have been used on either cloth or wool
fabrics.

Arable cultivation, whether on a domestic or commercial scale, is suggested by the survival of
a range of tools such as sickle blade (no. 107), knives and quernstones. The coulter (no. 217) is
only the second of its type to have been found in Cirencester. In total length the shaft measures
66cm, is square in section tapering to the end where it is hammered out into a splayed end. The
curving triangular blade is damaged at the corner but has a sharp, well-preserved tip.

Iron smithing is indicated by the survival of hearth bottoms and smithing slags, as analysed by
Justine Bayley, p.131. 'The slags from all three periods were similar and all indicate iron smithing
on a reasonable scale. There are a couple of pieces which could have come from a smelting
operation but the overall range of material suggests they were probably produced in a smithing
hearth though they are somewhat atypical in appearance. The ironworking could be continuous
throughout the life of the site or the finds in later phases could all be residual material from period
1'. Structures associated with smithing are more enigmatic, although several 'furnaces' or 'grates'
were present in the aisled buildings XII,3 discussed p. 78.

In addition Justine Bayley has provided the following report on a crucible fragment used to
melt copper alloy. 'The massive deposit of corroding metal inside the crucible was analysed
qualitatively by x-ray fluorescence, and found to be leaded gunmetal (Cu + Sn + Zn + Pb). Such
mixed alloys were used quite commonly in Roman times. When complete the crucible, fig. 105
no. 48, closely resembling other metal melting crucibles, would have had a maximum diameter a
little greater than that of the beaded rim, and an incipient pedestal base. The fine sandy fabric
would have been sufficiently refractory for its purpose'.

Turning to the construction of the buildings themselves, the actual materials used appear to
have come from a variety of sources, both local and international. Local quarries would have
supplied oolitic limestone for walls, roofing tiles, tesserae, and the gutters surrounding the
entrance porch to building XII,2. For limestone the quarries in the area of the amphitheatre
would have provided an easily accessible locality to the west of the town, whilst to the north-cast
those which still exist long the Whiteway may have been quarried in Roman times. The nearest
source of Pennant sandstone used for roofing tiles, rows of which were stacked against an outside
wall in CY VIII awaiting use (figs. 59, 60), would have been the Forest of Dean. Both limestone
and sandstone roofing tiles were diamond-shaped, rather than the preferred rectangular shape of
more recent times. Within thefrigidarium, CQ II, the flagstone floor was composed ofalternating
limestone and sandstone slabs.

Two further elements best classified as fittings would have been provided by turned columns
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and a fragment of carved table top. The columns themselves in size would suggest use as a
colonnade support. Within the area of the aisled building, XII,3, several worked stones,
apparently in secondary contexts, were used as bases for upright supports but no doubt in this
case for wooden posts rather than stone columns. The fragment of table top is of one corner only
of the rectangular variety, with bevelled edge and square undecorated corner-block (Solley 1978,
169-177) and, as with the majority of finds from the excavations, from an unstratified context.

Decorative inlays and veneers of imported stone and marbles mirror the evident wealth of the
owners, and their desire to match the opulence of the locally crafted mosaics with rich interior
finishings. Visual identification of one piece by the late Dr. Ward-Perkins in the course of a site
visit in 1971 suggested a source as far afield as Skyros.

The quantity and variety of ceramic tile encountered during the excavations encouraged a
series of research studies by McWhirr & Viner (1978), and Darvill (1979, 1980, 1982). Particular
attention was paid to the stamped tile found within the two buildings, the study then being
expanded to record all stamped tile within the Roman Cotswolds in the hope of gaining insights
into the operations and organisation of Roman brickmaking.

Dr. Darvill's detailed assessment of the stamped tile from the Beeches involved macroscopic
and thin-section analysis of the 64 tiles bearing complete or fragmentary stamps. 'Six principal
stamps were present - TPF, TPFA, TPFP, LHS, TPLF, and ARVERI, with several of these
represented by more than one die type. The division of stamp types between the two principal
buildings shows that most of the tiles came from XII,2, only four stamped bricks being derived
from contexts in building XII,I.

'The results of undertaking a fabric analysis of the tiles from buildings XII, 1 and XII,2, show
very clearly how a variety of sources (principally Minety (N. Wilts) and the lias clays of the
Cotswolds) combined to meet the demands of a building project. The chronological patterns
represented in the depositional contexts of stamped bricks at sites other than Beeches Road
suggest that production of stamped tiles was a feature of the second and early third century, so
that it might be postulated that all the examples from Beeches Road were re-used from other
places. This may be so, but there is little chance that stamped tiles were differentially selected for
re-use, and overall it is most likely that if they are re-used they still reflect the make-up of the
original assemblage from which they were drawn. Just how many non-stamped tiles went to a
building project or demand loci along with a single stamped tile is not known, but it is quite
likely that stamped tiles only represent a fraction of the total output.

'It is clear, therefore, that much, ifnot all the demand for tiles was met by producers within 10
miles of Cirencester, even though there was almost certainly several producers in that area. The
use of different clays inevitably meant that different quality bricks were produced, and this fits
neatly into the emerging overall pattern ofa complex production network with different facets of
the industry attempting to provide for the requirements of particular types of demand.'

Overall the use of tile within the structure of the buildings was varied and widespread, with
many tile forms being re-used in secondary contexts - box flue (both rectangular and circular)
and tegulae as upright supports in the pillared hypocaust in CQ XVIII, and voussoirs to line
hypocaust channels in CX XVI for example. The tile forms themselves included tegulae, imbrex,
pilae, voussoir and box-flue.

Two unusual forms included a half-box flue and a cylinder. Half-box tiles were set on the wall
vertically, and were probably held in position with large T-shaped clamps or holdfasts. The
half-box and cylinder tiles are forms noted by Gerald Brodribb from sites within the area
(Brodribb 1983). A single fragment of a roller-stamped tile studied by Mike Stone is the larger
variant of the 'billet' type die (Lowther 1948, Group 6, Die 25) identified by Johnston & Williams
(1979) as Die 52/53. Thin section analysis suggests a likely clay source as being Minety (N.
Wilts.). The distribution of similar dies but on tiles of varying fabric at Wanborough, Littlecote
villa, Shakenoak, and Worsham Bottom suggests that the tilers might move into an area to fulfill
a specific building contract and use their own dies on tiles made from the local day.

As part of his study of the glass fragments John Shepherd has provided comments on the
window glass recovered from the site. 'Both of the two varieties of window glass, cast and
blown, occur. The former was produced mainly during the first two centuries A.D. but
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individual panes may well have been retained and re-used in later structures. The blown variety
appears to be predominately third or fourth century in date. A total of 27 fragments of
cast/moulded window glass were found. Naturally coloured with one matt and one glossy finish,
six were edge fragments, and one retained traces of mortar which may have been employed to
glaze the pane.

'Forty-three fragments of blown window glass were found. Some were naturally coloured
pieces but the greater majority were in a poor deep greenish colourless metal. Both surfaces
tended to be glossy, in some cases one side being slightly matt in finish as a result of its contact
with a marver slab. Of this sample only five were edge fragments.' A higher proportion of glass
from building XII,2 (58 fragments) would suggest more glazed windows in this building than
XII, 1 (10 fragments) and XII,3 (2 fragments).

The occupants of buildings XII, 1·and XII,2 lived in some degree of comfort and elegance as
witnessed by the number of mosaics and tessellated pavements in the two buildings. The mosaics
are discussed in detail by Dr. D.]. Smith, p. 79, in their context within the buildings, and in the
wider aspect of the schools of mosaicists within Roman Britain.

To compliment the mosaics, many of the rooms produced evidence for decorated wall plaster.
The pieces found were extremely fragmentary and only slight indications of design can be
surmised from the surviving fragments to reconstruct the likely interior design within individual
rooms.

For building XII, 1 site records and surviving fragments of wall plaster suggest that eleven
rooms were decorated, some more colourfully than others. Fragments of painted plaster in the
cold plunge of the bath-suite (CQ II) suggest a panel design in pink, maroon, yellow and green.
No indication of the width of individual coloured panels was ascertainable, but vertical white
stripes between panels and white stripes on single colours would have augmented the overall
panelled effect.

The colours in the tepidarium (CQ III) were more subdued - red, white and pink. The
decorative element comprised a double-lined frame of lines and circles in black on a pink
background. Fragments suggest a square (or rectangular) framed panel in two parallel lines with
solid circles between. Quantities of plain red, white and pink plaster would have fitted into the
overall scheme. An angled piece of pink plaster from a window or door embrasure was framed
by a black band.

Colourful panels are again indicated in the suite of rooms CQ X and XII. In CQ X the pink
dado was surmounted by panels comprising the following colours: green adjacent to pink (18mm
wide) adjacent to white (6mm wide) adjacent to red: yellow adjacent to 12mm of green adjacent
to blue; and blue adjacent to yellow/red (12mm wide) adjacent to green. Quarter-round
moulding at floor level survived over the threshold linking the two rooms. In CQ XII plain
fragments of yellow, pink and cream survived from panels of cream adjacent to yellow, the
junction overpainted with either a white or blue band 3mm wide; and dark blue adjacent to green
with a white stripe 6mm wide masking the junction.

Plaster recovered from CQ XIII resembled that in CQ III in colour and texture - red, white
and pink fragments with maroon stripes. Additional pieces included fragments from a pink dado
splodged with pink, blue and white.

Pink plaster survived in situ on the north wall ofCQ XXXVI; whilst in room IX red, black and
maroon fragments (?panels) surmounted a white and purple dado.

The quality and style of wall plaster in building XII,2 is poorer and more fragmentary than in
XII,!. Fragments of plain colours survive in ten rooms, but in such small quantity and size that
reconstruction of the design within individual rooms is impossible, although the selection of two
or more colours per room suggests a panel design as in XII,!. For example CX XIV produced
small fragments of turquoise, blue, red, purple and white. In the adjacent room CX V a similar
wall decoration is suggested by the survival ofpurple, red, grey and white plaster, all ofit ofpoor
quality. The walls of rooms CX VIII and CX XVI were painted white and red respectively.

To the rear of the building, rooms CY IV and CY I produced fragments again suggestive of a
panel motif. Room CY I contained panels of green adjacent to red, and red adjacent to grey with
a 10mm dividing stripe ofyellow and black. The yellow and black stripe was also continued on a
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plain grey background. In room CY IV the colour element comprised a dado of cream with
white, red and pink splodges, surmounted by a plain cream background, overpainted with
yellow and purple stripes 12 and 15mm wide respectively, 20mm apart. An angled fragment for a
door or window had a white background with pink overpainted on one side of the angle, and
blue-green on the other.

Two fragments of limestone, an inscription and a statuette, merit description in their own
right. Both were found in secondary deposits but their presence sheds some light on a more
general aspect of life in Corinium in the third and fourth centuries.

The inscription, submitted to Mark Hassall for comment, reads:
...A]VG[ .
. . .]VIR[ .

'In the preliminary publication of this piece it was suggested that the stone may have formed the
medial part of a frieze inscribed with a dedication to an emperor or his numen, in honour of
whom the monument or building from which the inscription came had been set up ... Of more
interest, but in a tantalizing way, is the second line, which, as on the frieze from South Shields,
will probably have carried the name of the dedicator. VIR could conceivably be part of his name,
but it is more likely to be part of an epithet used to describe the man's status. In this case DrwlIjris
the probable expansion, the first recorded occurrence on a stone inscription from the province of
the title. A more intriguing possibility is that the work was Selljr Augustalis.'

The free-standing statuette of the goddess Fortuna similarly was found in the flue of CQ VI.
Dr. Martin Henig assesses this as 'a most significant addition to the surviving Roman sculpture
from Cirencester, the work of a master sculptor.'

'Fortuna often stood in houses, and especially (as here) within bath-suites, where she might
look after naked (and hence vulnerable) men and protect the building from fire. Bath-houses,
private and public, were places of relaxation where gambling took place and Fortuna presided
over games of chance ... the writer believes that many of the people who set up images of the
goddess at home, or wore representations of her on their signet rings were thinking of their
affairs in general, not just of bathing... '

On a more poignant note, the skeleton of an infant was found to the north-east of building
XII, 1, in area CQ XXXVII. Justine Bayley reports: 'The size of the bones suggest the infant died
at or SOon after birth. This is confirmed by the degree of development of the teeth and the degree
of fusion noted in the bones of the skull'.

Accompanying the burial was a complete pot, fig. 112 no. 221, buried at the side of the child
with a stone roofing tile acting as a lid. The position of the burial inside the town walls correlates
with the estimated age of the burial and the rite of burial permitted for infants less than forty days
old. More perplexing is the identification of two fragments of human bone identifed by Tony
King while analysing the animal bone deposits from DE/OF. 'These were the proximal portions
of one left and one right femur, both from an adult individual. The distal ends had been broken
off after burial, and the proximal ends were also eroded and damaged. Since no other human
bones were found, it seems very unlikely that these two bones were found in their original
positions, and it is probable that they have been redeposited. Therefore, although on first
consideration the bones may appear to have been part of an intra-mural, and possibly illegal
burial, the circumstances of their deposition and recovery make this interpretation most unlikely'.
The proximity of the buildings to the Verulamium Gate and its adjacent cemetery (Cirellcester
Excavations [[1982, fig.87) might point to the accidental disturbance ofburials outside the town in
the course of extra-mural farming activities and their subsequent deposition inside the town.

Of antiquarian note, as reported by Dr. Darvill, were: 'A small assemblage of prehistoric
artifacts comprising five fragments of worked flint and a single complete unperforated stone adze
recovered from a variety ofcontexts. All were found as residual items in Roman or later deposits,
and cannot necessarily be regarded as a coherent assemblage. While the flints may derive from
disturbed contexts ofearlier date now destroyed, the possibility that all or some of the items were
introduced as procured items of interest from elsewhere cannot be ruled out. This is especially
relevant to the adze as similar tools arc frequently found on Roman sites and may have been
collected for their interest value or for use as hones or polishers.

"

\
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'Of the five flints, three are blades or blade fragments A Mesolithic or Neolithic date

would be most likely ... Of the remaining two flakes one is a broad squat flake ... probably
derived from the surface of a polished flint implement, most likely an axe. The second flint is a
narrow blade ... probably a knife. A Neolithic date would be most appropriate for these two
flints.

'The most spectacular find among this small group of prehistoric material is undoubtedly the
polished stone adze ... Although the butt is slightly damaged the overall preservation of this
piece is very good and it provides a welcome addition to the known range of similar items from
eastern Gloucestershire . . Thin section analysis found the rock to be an epidotized intermediate
tuff of a type comparable to that found at Pike of Stickle, Cumbria, and designated petrological
Group VI (Great Langdale) origin. Implements were produced in Group VI rock throughout the
Neolithic period (c.3000bc. - 2000bc.) and no greater precision can be added to the dating of the
Beeches Road specimen.

PERIOD II r .e . those layers representing use of the
buildings.

The falloYing list corre18tl!s coins and small finds with
periods,

PERIOD I i.e. all layers associated with the construction
~uildin9'!I.

12, 13, 42, U, 46, 50, 52, 53, 60, 72, 80, 82, 112, 121, 122,
130, 141, 142, 143, 144, ISO, lSI, 174, 175, 18G,- 183, 186,
188, 189, 196, 226, 24G, 247, 253, 269, 281, 293, 294, 301,
3G2, 3G3, 3G6, 329-333, 339, 341, 345-35G, 354-360, 364, 365,
369, 373, 476-8, 381-7, 389, 39G, 395, 397-407, 411-4, 421,
422, 424, 425, 427, 429, 432, 434, 436-8, 654 .

Hit 58
Hit 53

RIC IG6
RIC 52
RIC 41
as HI< BB
copy, indet,
as CK 162
HK 1 G5
CK 529
8B HI< 180
HI< 153
HK 2G3
as CK 162
RIC 292
rev. indet.

Allectu5, A.D. 293-6
Tetricu5 I, A.D. 270-3
Victorinus, A.D. 260-7G
Constantine II
H. of Constantine, A.D. 33G-64
H. of Theodosius, A.D. 383-4G2
Theodora, A.D. 337-41
Gratian, A.D. 364-75
Constantine I, A.D. 330-5
Constans, A.D. 341-6
Constantius II, A.D. 330-5
H. of Theodosius, A.D, 383-402
Valerian I, A.D. 253-9
ce reus Los , A.D. :la6-93
Indeterminate, 3rd-4th century
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 270-9G rev. Salus?
Constantine I. A.D. 312-3 RIC 6 Lon 280
Constantine II, A.D. 330-5 H}( 198
H. of Theodosius, A.D. 383-402 as C}( 162
Constantine I, A.D. 330-5 as H}( 48
Valentinian I, A.D. 364-75 as CI< 96
Gallienus, A.D. 2&0-8 all RIC 211
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 270-90 rev. indet.
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 270-90 r e v , from Pax
Aurelianus, A.D. 270-5 RIC 131
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 27G-9G rev. P8X
Severus Alexander, A.D. 222-35 RIC 178
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 27G-9G rev. Invictus
Claudius II, A.D. 26B-7G RIC 79
Tetricus I, A.D. 270-3 rev, illegible
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 27G-9G rev. Spes
Constantius II. A.D. 335-4G as HK B8
Severus Alexander. A.D. 222-235 illegible
Magnentius. A.D. 35G-3 CK 421
urbs Roroa. A.D. 3JG-5 HK 65
Barbarous Radiate. A.D, 27G-9G rev, rnvrccve
Salonins, A.D. 26G-8 RIC 12
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 270-90 rev. Pax
Corroded
Illegible, 3rd-4th century
Urbs Roms, A.D. 330-5
Constantine I, A.D. 330-5

co
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO I 3
CO II 2
CO VI 2
CO XII 2
CO XII 2
CO XXII 2
CQ XXII 2
CO XXIII 2
CO XXIII 2
CQ XXIV 4
CO XXXV 2
CO XXXV 2
CO XXXV 2
CO XXXV 2
CO XXXVI 2
CO XXXVIII 5
CQ XXXVIIIA
CO XXXVIIIA
CO XXXVIIIA
CQ XXXVHIA
CX IV 3
CX IV 8
CX V 3
CX V 4
CX V 4
CX VIII 7
CX XII 2
CX XIII 7
CX XHIS 8
CX XIV 4
CX XVIA 2
CX XVII 2
CX XVII 2
CX XVIl 2
CY III 53
CY IV 2
CY IV 2

SlIloIIll Finds

HI< 243
rev. Genio
Pop. Rom RIC e
Lon as 6(bl

copy as CK 25
rev. Salus
RIC 684
RIC 84
rev: illegible
RIC 574
copy as CI< 25

copy as CI< 25
rev. illegible
rev. illegible
rev. Pax
ss RIC 843
88 RIC 557
rev. illeqiblf>

Indeterminllte, 4th century
H. of cone ee nt Ine , A.D. 350-60
Bo'lrbllrous Radillte, A.D. 270-90
TetricUB I, A.D. 270-)
Radiate, A.D. 260-90
Iladrilln, A.D. 117-137
Julin ocmne , A.D. 196-211
BllrbllfouB RlIdillte, A.D. 270-90
Illegible, Jrd-4th century
u • of ccna ee nt t no , A.D. 350-60
Barb<'lfOU8 Rlldillte, A.D. 270-90
Hlldr!"", A.D. 117-138
Gordian III, A.D. 238-44
Barbarous Radiate, A.D. 270-90
Julia Domna, A.D. 196-211
H. of Constantine, A.D. 350-60
corroded fragments
As, corroded 2nd century
Constans, A.D. 337-41
Maximian I, A.D. 294-305

SllIall Finds

CO XIV J
ex VI 2
ex VI 7
ex VI 8
ex VII 5
ex VII 11
ex VIII 7b
ex VIII B
ex VIII 8-9
ex VIII 9
ex VIII 11
ex VIllA 10
ex XIIIA 9
ex xx 3
ex XXB 4
ex XXB 4
CY II 63
CY V 20
CY V 20
DE rx 4

Coins and eeat i finds:
applicable to all finds, excluding those listed in Periods I
and II above.

7, IG, 14, 35, 51, 55, &3, 75, 77, 79, 96, 101, 116, 138, 162,
170, 171, 177, 17B, 179, 195, 198, 199, 207, 222, 223, 224,
225, 229, 244, 2B7, 296, 297, JG5, JOB, 311, 312, 316, 326,
328, 334-8, 342, 343, 351-3, 362, 363, 375, 380, 392, 393,
396, 40B, 41G, 419, 420, 44G, 1019

PERIOD III i.e. layers representative of rubbish
accumulation and site abandonment.

RIC 170
RIC 15

268-70 RIC 32
268-10 RIC 259

RIC 52
indetermina te
as RIC 112
RIC 321
RIC 381 but
r:tn. ill
RIC 68

severus Alexlinder, A.D. 233-5
Claudius II, A.D. 268-7G
Claudius II Gothicus, A.D.
Claudius II cecmcce , A.D.
Tetricus I, A.D. 270-3
re er rcce I, A.D. 270-3
Victorinus, A.D. 268-70
CarauaiuB, A.D. 286-93
ce r eue Iue , A.D. 286-93

All(!ctua, A.D. 293-6

CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2
CO I 2

CO I 2


